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Saluting
Technology

G&K’s DREAM PLANT
BROWNS CLEANERS:
FULL OF IDEAS
PARKERS, ON THE LEADING EDGE
FOR OVER 100 YEARS

High-Tech and Beautiful
F

abricare Canada asked various suppliers to point us to a handsome, new plant that was not
only full of high-tech equipment, but photogenic as well. We were told the new G&K Services plant in Windsor, Ont. filled our requirements. A bonus was its state-of-the-art lighting system, making it possible for our photographer to leave his lighting equipment in its cases. All
he needed was his camera and tripod.
Walking in with plant manager Glenn Alves was like stepping into a giant trade show display.
Each section was immaculate – white floors and walls, and that superb lighting mentioned above.
The focus of our trip was to view the automated garment material handling system installed by
SRS/Well Products Ltd. In 1995, Well created a division to manufacture storage and retrieval systems, thus the name SRS. This division was the brainchild of Well president Gilbert Strassguertl,
who now owns the company. Before we could study it, we took a trip through the 47,000 sq. ft.
facility to see how the work flowed through it.

Above: Handsome
new building houses
the operation.
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CHALLENGING SCHEDULE
This plant works six days a week, serving several large 7-day operations, including major car manufacturers, a food processing plant in London, Ont. and a casino, to name a few. Work comes in
during the day, 250,000 lbs. per shift, representing a variety of delivery schedules. The plant, engineered by Frank Koletar, moves the work through in a way that appears effortless, but is the result
of much planning and programming by computer.
The heart of the laundry is a line of 675-lb. Braun washers, each one holding the work from
four giant slings hovering above the area on an overhead conveyor. When the computer-controlled
wash is completed, a conveyor moves into place automatically and transfers the clean load into the
next available Braun dryer. As the pictures show, this is a hands-off operation, requiring an operator only to manage the computer controlling it.
There is another large operation that requires only two people – the dry cleaning of 4,800 lbs. of
leather and suede-palm gloves a day. In this department, four 200-lb. Realstar 4th generation
machines require one operator to sort and prepare the loads, and the other operator to load and
unload the machines.
Leather gloves are dry cleaned and cloth gloves are laundered. It is at the glove sorting area that
the visitor encounters the only group of concentrated workers, who must sort and pair the gloves
by hand for the various customers.
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OVERHEAD BALLET
As the sorters work, a balletlike routine is going on in the
air above their heads. Other
sorters have loaded industrial
uniforms on hangers and
placed them on a steam tunnel
conveyor designed by SRS.
This conveyor is said to eliminate dirt, debris and hanger
bits from falling into the track
system. It is also said to allow

OTHER DETAILS
Not all of the garments going
through this plant are industrial wear. For example, there
are about 1,000 pieces for the
Casino, and a certain amount
of supervisory and executive
wear. In the centre of the floor,
a mini-plant is set up for stain
removal and the washing of
special garments. There is also
a Colmac 3-buck shirt press.

250,000 lbs. are processed per shift –
for a variety of delivery schedules.
for an exceptionally long and
flexible conveyor, along with
the ability to sort to specific
inspection lines. Once the
hangers are on the inspection
line, the inspectors examine
the garments and ensure the
barcode can be read and is
positioned correctly. In the
case of items where the barcode is not readible, a unique
temporary identification
badge is ‘married’ to the original barcode. Yes, they call it
marrying up the barcodes.
When the garments return
to ground level they pass
through the automatic induction station. Hangers are
accumulated, crossed hangers
are detangled, and a separator
station allows only one hanger
at a time to pass into a sorter
carrier. An auto-sort system
(with the capacity of processing 8,000 garments per hour)
sorts the garments into routes,
and a small group of sorters
then make up the individual
orders. The system, manufactured by PEP America and
installed by SRS Conveyors,
allows technology to do the
lion’s share of the work, with
only a few skilled workers
required.
The garments are sorted
onto trolleys for the delivery
trucks, and these trolleys are
raised to a double-tier overhead storage system, which has
the capacity to hold 1,000 trolleys. Drivers push a button and
automatically load their trolleys into their trucks. There is
no sense of panic in the plant,
y et 4 0% o f the wo rk is
required for same-day delivery.

General manager Chris
Moore and his staff are justly
proud of their ISO 9001:
2000 certification. I was
impressed by the strict rule
that if a wash formula was
altered on the floor for some
reason, the G&K ISO office
must be notified of it and have
it added into the list of official
wash formulas. What a far cry
f r o m a n a v e r a g e l a u n d r y,
where the washman has his
own twists and variations on
formulas, which he keeps
secret. When he goes on vacation, the plant has quality
problems. This is one of the
best examples I have seen of
the value of the ISO systems.
This article barely scratches
the surface of this showcase
plant. Fabricare Canada felt
privileged to be able to tour it.
Although it has been in operation for only a short time, it
seems likely it will look just
as clean and bright 10 years
from now. ■
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1. Lineup of four 200-lb. Realstar
4th generation perc cleaning
machines, which process a total of
4,800 lbs. of leather and suede-palm
gloves a day.
2. Braun washroom with 675-lb.
washers on the left and dryers on
the right. The shuttle, which
contains a conveyor belt, moves on
a track to the next available dryer.
3. Slings of soiled garments waiting
to fill one washer.
4. Assembly area part of the SRS
system. Note how few people can
handle the entire department.
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